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Project Overview

The standard technique for evaluating fleet noise is to estimate flight procedure source noise using noise power distance
(NPD) curves. Noise calculations within the Aviation Environmental Design Tool (AEDT) rely on NPD curves provided by aircraft
manufacturers. This dataset reflects representative aircraft categories at set power levels and aircraft configurations. Noise
levels are obtained as a function of slant distance via spherical spreading through a standard atmosphere, and other

correction factors are applied to obtain the desired sound field metrics at the location of the receiver. The current NPD model
does not consider the aircraft configuration (e.g., flap settings) or alternative flight procedures being implemented. These
factors are important, as the noise characteristics of an aircraft depend on thrust, aircraft speed, and airframe configuration,
among other contributing factors such as ambient conditions. The outcome of this research is an approach based on the
suggested NPD + configuration (NPD+C) format, which will enable more accurate noise predictions due to its inclusion of
aircraft configuration and speed changes.
This project is currently in its third year, which started late due to funding issues. As a result, the work is not yet complete,
and a brief description of the current work status is provided in the following sections. During the third year (this year), this
work has focused on two main topics. First, prior work will be extended to examine the impact of NPD spectral (frequency)
content on NPD+C curves. In this work, the impact of the NPD+C approach is investigated while the trajectories and spectral
data are held constant in order to isolate the effect of the appropriate NPDs. This first focus is divided into two aspects: (a)
the manner in which the spectral data are used within AEDT while all other parameters are held constant and 2) the manner
in which the noise contours change when utilizing spectral data generated from the Environmental Design Space (EDS) in a
fashion similar to that of the NPD+C approach. Second, the NPD+C approach will be validated using available aircraft
operation and airport noise monitoring data. A brief description of the prior work is provided for reference.
In year 1, Georgia Tech leveraged domain expertise in aircraft and engine design and performed an analysis to evaluate gaps
in the current NPD curve generation and subsequent prediction process with respect to fleet noise prediction changes arising
from aircraft configuration and approach speed. The team applied EDS physics-based modeling capabilities to conduct a
sensitivity analysis to identify additional parameters to be included in the NPD+C format. In year 2, we focused on providing
recommendations on potential additional data required for AEDT and developing correction models for existing NPD curves
within AEDT to mimic the NPD+C estimations. The results showed that correction models for existing AEDT NPD curves can
be created to morph the baseline NPD curves into data that match an NPD+C dataset created through a physical modeling
tool. This process was developed and tested for three aircraft sizes (50-, 150-, and 300-passenger aircraft), but a full
development of correction functions is beyond the scope of this work. The development of a full set of correction functions
has been proposed, but has not yet been funded.
The prior work primarily focused on determining which aspects of aircraft configuration and speed are the primary drivers
of community noise. The results indicate that the impact of aircraft speed on component (engine, flap) source noise and flap
angle are the major parameters to include in any NPD approach, including one based on configuration. To focus on
understanding these complex results, the prior work did not examine the impact of configuration or speed changes on the
spectral (frequency) content of the NPD data. In theory, an NPD dataset containing different noise levels for different
configuration and speed settings should also have different frequency contents for each configuration and speed setting,
which will impact noise predictions for nonstandard day conditions. The current work will investigate this impact.

Task 1- Investigate the Impact of Frequency Content on Standard NPD
Curves
Georgia Institute of Technology

Objective(s)

AEDT currently uses a single spectral dataset that is assumed to be consistent with an observer directly beneath the flight
path. The spectral data are used to correct noise attenuation as the atmosphere is shifted from a standard day. Incorrect
spectral data can lead to substantial over- or underestimations of the community noise contour. As more detailed aircraft
configuration data are included in the NPD dataset, the spectral data will change, which leads to more fundamental questions
regarding the accuracy of using a single spectral dataset for the entire NPD curve. To investigate the impact of these
assumptions, Georgia Tech will use NASA’s ANOPP noise prediction tool to generate a unique spectral dataset for each
combination of thrust and distance for standard approach and departure NPD curves. Once generated, an XML format must
be created to allow this information to be used with a modified version of AEDT, which was developed during year 1 of this
project. This modified AEDT version enables a unique NPD dataset to be used for each flight segment (instead of a common
NPD dataset, as is currently used). Additional modifications to the source code will be made to input unique spectral
information, generated by ANOPP, for use in each AEDT flight segment.

Once modifications are made to AEDT, a sensitivity study will be performed to examine the impact of the inclusion of unique
spectral data for each thrust–distance combination. The 80-dB sound exposure level (SEL) contour will be examined for
multiple aircraft sizes, including the regional jet, single-aisle, and twin-aisle classes. The 80-dB SEL contour will be examined
first because it trends well with the resulting 65-dB DNL contour; however, complete grids will be generated, enabling
examinations of any contour noise level. Other contour areas will be examined if further insight is required. This information
will be used to inform the FAA of any possible prediction errors in the current AEDT approach.
The objective of Task 1 is to investigate the impact of frequency content on the standard NPD curves in AEDT. To conduct
this investigation, the following questions will be considered:
1. How are spectral data utilized in AEDT?
2. Which parameters should be varied and what should the variation ranges be?
3. What are the major drivers behind the impact?
Task 1 establishes a baseline for comparison in Task 2. Both tasks are focused on quantifying the potential benefit derived
from including spectral information for each NPD+C aircraft configuration and speed and on determining whether a single
spectral parameter for approach and departure is sufficient. Task 1 will use baseline AEDT NPD and spectral data information
for a given aircraft under varying weather conditions to establish the impact of spectral content. It should be noted that the
spectral data are used for nonstandard day conditions, which has motivated a sensitivity test for varying weather conditions.
Determining the sensitivity to different weather conditions enables an examination of the impact of spectral content for NPD
and NPD+C data. Subsequently, Task 2 will use NPD+C data generated for a single spectral class per vehicle (NPD+C and
single spectrum for each NPD+C curve per vehicle) and multiple spectral classes per vehicle (unique to each speed and
aircraft configuration). The results can then be compared to evaluate whether the NPD+C approach should use a single
spectral class per vehicle or whether configuration- and speed-dependent spectra are warranted. Because this task is ongoing,
the establishment of a baseline for comparison is described.

Research Approach

Weather variation and test case generation
To assess the effect of weather parameters on noise and emissions, a quantitative sensitivity analysis must be performed.
However, prior to any simulations, the weather parameters and relevant variation ranges were identified. The airports
included in the sensitivity study were selected based on the variation in airport altitude. Once the airports were selected, the
weather parameters for these airports were studied over a 20-year time frame. Data were obtained from Iowa State
University’s Iowa Environmental Mesonet database, which contains an archive of automated airport weather observations at
various locations. The results of a sample analysis of temperature variations at the Atlanta airport over a period of ten years
are shown in Figure 1. The variable indicating the hourly temperature is defined as ‘tmpf’ in this figure. By performing these
analyses, suitable variation ranges were identified for the airports.
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Figure 1. Daily temperature variation at the SFO airport over 20 years.
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Once suitable ranges for weather parameters were identified, the parameters were modeled in AEDT through the airport
weather definition. In AEDT, an airport weather definition consists of six parameters: temperature, dew point, relative
humidity, station pressure, sea-level pressure, and wind speed. Wind speed is defined as a scalar value and thus represents
only the magnitude. The wind is always assumed to act as a headwind for all operations at the airport (regardless of runway
assignments), and there is no option to specify the wind direction. The remaining five parameters are correlated and cannot
be varied independently. For example, for the group of temperature, relative humidity, and dew point, the values of any two
parameters can be used to calculate the third value. Sea-level pressure and station pressure are also correlated, and
additionally, pressure values affect humidity calculations. To model weather variations in AEDT, it is important to ensure
internal consistency among the weather parameters. Hence, the sea-level pressure and dew point were not varied
independently in the weather design of experiment (DOE) study; instead, these parameters were calculated as dependent on
the other four parameters.
For an initial sensitivity study, a one-factor-at-a-time (OFAT) DOE approach was chosen. In such a DOE study, only one
parameter is varied while all others are set to their baseline value. Temperature and wind speed were varied at two levels,
denoted Min and Max. Because the humidity has a nonlinear effect on noise and emissions, more levels of relative humidity
were modeled. The complete DOE is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Design of experiment (DOE) of test scenarios for initial weather sensitivity analysis.
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Relative and absolute humidity
There are several methods for modeling atmospheric humidity. While approaches based on the relative humidity and dew
point may be more common, both values are dependent on ambient temperature. There are also dependencies on ambient
pressure; however, in the context of weather, the appropriate standard atmospheric pressure at a given altitude is assumed.
These dependencies arise because the intrinsic capacity of the ambient air to hold water vapor is dependent on its
temperature and pressure. The maximum water vapor content of air under saturated conditions increases with temperature
and decreases with pressure. For example, a 50% relative humidity at 70 °F and 1 bar corresponds to a higher water content
than 50% relative humidity at 50 °F and 1 bar, but a lower water content than 50% relative humidity at 70 °F and 0.99 bar.
This approach is problematic because changes in relative humidity values may not reflect the desired changes in the water
content in air (absolute humidity). However, in an OFAT type analysis, the use of a linear relative humidity variation is justified
when the temperature and pressure are set to baseline conditions.. The actual water vapor content was calculated for all
conditions, as shown in Figure 2. This figure shows that a linear variation in relative humidity leads to a linear variation in
absolute humidity for the baseline temperature and pressure. It must be noted that when multiple parameters are varied
across test scenarios, it may be desirable to assume a linear variation in absolute humidity when calculating the relative
humidity. This approach may lead to a more accurate modeling of humidity variation than modeling based on a linear
variation in relative humidity.
AEDT modeling of OFAT weather sensitivity analysis
After the DOE was constructed, the different test scenarios were simulated in AEDT. For the initial study, a single aircraft and
airport combination (Boeing 737800, KATL) was used. Initial simulations were performed using the STANDARD stage length
standard 3 (SL3) departure procedure. However, after our initial analysis, it was found that the weather parameters affect

both aircraft performance and noise/emission models. For example, the effect of temperature on aircraft performance is
shown in Figure 3.
For this task, it was desirable to isolate the weather sensitivity of the noise/emission models rather than the performance.
Hence, later simulations were performed using a fixed-point profile instead of a procedural profile. A fixed-point profile
allows the entire AEDT performance model to be bypassed. To model a fixed-point profile, the performance output of the
STANDARD SL3 procedural profile was simply reformatted and imported as a fixed-point profile in AEDT. The results shown
below are based on fixed-point profile simulations.
Temperature sensitivity
The effect of ambient temperature on the noise and emissions is summarized in this section. This sensitivity analysis was
performed by comparing results for the baseline temperature (62 °F) with a low-temperature case (40 °F) and a hightemperature case (100 °F). The effects on the SEL noise metric are shown in Figure 4 and Table 2. For the high-temperature
case, it is observed that the contour decreases in both length and area, while the opposite effect is observed at low
temperature. This trend was observed consistently across different dB levels, although the magnitude of the change differs.

Figure 2. Absolute vs. relative humidity under baseline temperature and pressure conditions.

Figure 3. Effect of temperature on aircraft performance.

Figure 4. Effect of ambient temperature on sound exposure level (SEL, dB) contours.
Table 2. Effect of temperature on contour attributes.

The effect of temperature on fuel burn and NOx emissions is shown in Figure 5. A slight variation is observed in fuel burn
under a lower ambient temperature, leading to a lower fuel consumption. A higher sensitivity is observed for NOx emissions,
with an inverse correlation between the temperature and NOx emissions. For temperatures beyond the engine’s flat rating,
the high-temperature thrust model is used by AEDT. In this thrust model, the combustor temperature is held constant at its
maximum value and does not change with increasing ambient temperature. Moreover, a higher ambient temperature for a
given relative humidity implies a higher absolute humidity, in terms of the mass fraction of water vapor to dry air. The
absolute humidity has an inverse correlation to NOx production, as shown in detail in Figure 10. Therefore, the NOx generation
inside the combustor, given as a fraction of the fuel flow rate, decreases due to the constant maximum combustor
temperature and increased water content. Although the overall fuel consumption increases marginally for the hightemperature case, the NOx production rate is much lower than the baseline case, thereby leading to a lower total NOx
production.

Figure 5. Effect of ambient temperature on fuel burn and NOx emissions.
Sensitivity to wind speed
The effect of wind on noise and emissions is summarized in this section. This sensitivity analysis was performed by
comparing the results for the baseline wind (7.03 kts) with a no-wind case and a high-wind case (30 kts). It should be noted
that AEDT Aircraft Performance Module applies all winds as a headwind, regardless of the aircraft flight orientation.
Additionally, AEDT’s Aviation Acoustic Module does not model the effect of wind on noise propagation, i.e., the sound is not
“carried” by the wind. Therefore, any effects on the noise grid are expected to arise from changes in aircraft performance.
Because a fixed-point profile is used in this study, no effect of wind on the SEL dB noise grid was observed, as shown in
Figure 6.
Although there is no change in the noise results, the fuel burn and emissions are affected by the wind, as displayed in Figure
7. This influence arises because the wind impacts the aircraft’s fuel flow rates due to changes in drag. A positive correlation
is observed with higher winds, leading to a higher fuel consumption as well as higher NOx emissions.

Figure 6. Effect of wind speed on sound exposure level (SEL, dB) contours.

Figure 7. Effect of wind speed on fuel burn and NOx emissions.
Sensitivity to humidity
The effect of humidity on noise and emissions is summarized in this section. To visualize the nonlinear effect of humidity,
additional test points were included, as previously described. The effect of humidity on the SEL dB noise metric is shown in
Figure 8. A minimal effect on noise is observed for humidity values of 40%–80%. A slight increase is observed for the 100%
humidity case, and a large decrease is observed for the 1% and 20% humidity cases. The observed nonlinearity is displayed
in Figure 9. Although these figures appear to suggest a “break point” of 40%, it is likely that this value arises from the choice
of humidity values for the simulations. A higher-resolution sensitivity analysis in the range of 1%–40% is required to identify
more accurate trends.
In addition to effects on noise, the impact of humidity on fuel burn and emissions is shown in Figure 10. The NOx emissions
are inversely correlated with humidity; in contrast, the fuel burn is unaffected by humidity, as humidity has no impact on
aircraft performance in AEDT.

Figure 8. Effect of ambient air humidity on sound exposure level (SEL, dB) contours.
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Figure 9. Nonlinear sensitivity of noise contour attributes to ambient air humidity.

Figure 10. Effect of humidity on fuel burn and emissions.

Milestone

The objective of this task is to understand how spectral data are utilized within the AEDT and to evaluate the variability in
the environmental metrics of interest.

Major Accomplishments
•
•

Gathered 20-year historical weather data for four airports to determine the atmospheric variability and developed
an automated process to perform a DOE study evaluating how the spectral data affect noise metrics
Performed sensitivity analyses of ambient temperature, humidity, wind speed, and pressure for noise and emission
metrics of interest

Publications
N/A

Outreach Efforts

Bi-weekly telephone meetings with the FAA, Volpe, and ATAC.
Bi-annual ASCENT meetings.

Awards
None.

Student Involvement

Graduate research assistant Ameya Behere participated in this work and conducted the research for this task.

Plans for Next Period

The next steps for Task 1 include several measures to improve the quality of the weather sensitivity analysis, including the
following:
1. Extend the terminal altitude of departure profiles to 15,000 ft AFE.
2. Add station pressure as a variable in the sensitivity analysis.
3. Repeat the study for multiple aircraft types: CRJ 900, B767-300ER, and B777-200ER with GE engines.
4. Repeat the study for multiple airports: SFO, DEN, and MEX.

Task 2- Investigate the Impact of Frequency Content on NPD+C Data
Georgia Institute of Technology

Objective(s)

Task 1 will be re-executed using NPD+C data with spectral content to include configuration information (flight speed and
flap setting). The AEDT sensitivity study will be repeated, and the results will be compared to those obtained using the
standard NPD approach. Changes in contour area will be analyzed to determine whether the increased complexity due to the
inclusion of configuration-dependent spectral data is outweighed by the increased fidelity of community noise predictions
for typical weather at the airport. Similar to Task 1, we selected airports with variations in altitude and temperature. In
addition to understanding the fidelity of the frequency content required for the NPD+C approach, this work will inform the
FAA of any frequency-specific issues associated with the use of speed and configuration information in community airport
noise prediction.

Research Approach

Five aircraft with varying parameters, including flap angle, aircraft airspeed, and gear setting, were assessed in ANOPP/EDS
in order to generate spectral data and SELs as a function of thrust at various distances. Table 3 lists these aircraft and their
configurations.
Table 3. Spectral and noise power distance (NPD) sensitivity analysis matrix.
Aircraft Size

EDS
Representative
Aircraft

50pax

CJR900

100pax

737-700

150pax

737-800

210pax

767-300ER

300pax

777-200ER

Milestone(s)

Speed (kts)
130, 142, 150, 154, 160,
190, 220
130, 142, 150, 154, 160,
190, 220
130, 142, 150, 154, 160,
190, 220
130, 142, 150, 154, 160,
190, 220
130, 142, 150, 154, 160,
190, 220

166, 178,
166, 178,
166, 178,
166, 178,
166, 178,

Flap Angle

Gear Setting

0°, 5°, 10°, 15°, 25°, 30°, 40°

Up, Down

0°, 5°, 10°, 15°, 25°, 30°, 40°

Up, Down

0°, 5°, 10°, 15°, 25°, 30°, 40°

Up, Down

0°, 5°, 10°, 15°, 25°, 30°, 40°

Up, Down

0°, 5°, 10°, 15°, 25°, 30°, 40°

Up, Down

The objective of this task is to utilize NASA’s ANOPP tool to replace the current spectral data in AEDT with speed- and
configuration-specific spectral data and to assess the variability among the environmental metrics of interest.

Major Accomplishments
• Prepared NPD+C and spectral data to be input into AEDT for specified aircraft.
The spectral data for the 150pax aircraft are graphically shown in the figures below. Figure 11 presents spectral data for
approaches at 130 kts and 190 kts, for both the up and down gear settings. It is evident from these graphs that there is little
variation in noise level beyond 1000 Hz with respect to the aircraft configuration at lower speeds; however, at higher speeds,
there is more variation at higher frequencies with respect to the aircraft configuration. In contrast, during departure, the
aircraft configuration does not greatly influence the noise level, as shown in Figure 12. This result is expected because the
overall noise primarily arises from the engine thrust, and thus, little variation occurs with changes in configuration. The
relationships between the SEL and thrust for both approaches and departures were also analyzed. During the approach, the
SEL is fairly constant, exhibiting little change with the different thrust levels, as shown in Figure 13,. This effect is particularly
pronounced at higher speeds, such as 220 kts. However, during departure, the lower SELs change significantly as the thrust
increases, as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 11. Spectral data for 150pax aircraft during arrival.

Figure 12. Spectral data for 150pax aircraft during departure.

Figure 13. Sound exposure level (SEL) vs. thrust for 150pax aircraft during arrival.

Figure 14. Sound exposure level (SEL) vs. thrust for 150pax aircraft during departure.

Publications
None.

Outreach Efforts

Bi-weekly telephone meetings with the FAA, Volpe, and ATAC.
Bi-annual ASCENT meetings.

Awards

None.

Student Involvement

Graduate research assistants Sarah Malak, Shilpa Ravoory, and Wenxin Zhang participated in this work and conducted the
research for this task.

Plans for Next Period

Our team is currently analyzing the adapted AEDT code in order to include multiple spectral datasets to the
departure/approach procedure for different airports and to ultimately modify the AEDT source code to utilize flight-segmentspecific spectra.

Task 3- Validation with Noise Data in AEDT
Georgia Institute of Technology

Objective(s)

The main objective of this task is to validate the AEDT noise calculations using real-world operation data obtained from a
commercial airline and noise monitoring data from a partner airport. The second objective of this task is to support the main
objective of modeling real-world airline data (such as radar or flight operation quality assurance [FOQA]) in AEDT using
profile points in an automated manner.

Research Approach

This task will use actual operational aircraft data and noise monitor data to determine whether the increased complexity
resulting from the NPD+C approach is accompanied by an increased accuracy relative to community noise prediction. Georgia
Tech has worked with a major airline and a U.S. airport to obtain the necessary data. The next step is to identify a subset of
flights for performing a validation. Once an appropriate subset is identified, Georgia Tech will create or use existing EDS
models for the selected aircraft. In creating the EDS model to generate the NPD+C curves, Georgia Tech will also estimate
the aircraft state from available trajectory and airline operational data. This process requires estimates of aircraft
configuration (i.e., flaps and slat setting), aircraft orientation (i.e., climb angle), and engine state (i.e., power setting).
Georgia Tech will use the EDS models and state estimates to generate NPD+C curves for selected aircraft using NASA’s
ANOPP2. It is expected that an increased accuracy will be obtained for aircraft modeled with NPD+C curves under this
approach; however, a full comparison will be made with respect to the baseline case to examine where the accuracy is
improved. Currently, Georgia Tech is also developing a technique to correct existing baseline NPD data within AEDT to
account for low-speed configurations and low speeds, without the need to construct ANOPP2 or other physics-based models
for each aircraft. The accuracy of this correction method relative to the baseline case and ANOPP2-generated NPD+C curves
will also be assessed in terms of SEL and LAmax differences at the measurement points. The resulting trajectories will be
implemented with ANOPP to generate NPD+C information, which will then be compared with the existing AEDT NPD
predictions and measured data. For this task, Georgia Tech will use the standard propagation models available within AEDT.
This task will enhance our understanding of improved noise predictions for airports using the regular NPD and NPD+C
approaches for selected operations.
The steps of our research approach are outlined in Figure 15. To complete these steps, the team conducted a literature
review of prior validation efforts and identified the requirements for a data collection plan.

Obtain airline
FOQA data

Model airline FOQA
data in AEDT

Obtain noise
metrics for flights

Mapping to correlate actual flight and noise event

Comparison for
validation

Noise monitoring
data from SFO airport

Figure 15. Overall steps of the validation methodology.
The first part of this task was a literature review in which the team investigated various sources of previous validation efforts,
including prior studies in which single-event noise levels were compared with measurements obtained from airport noise
monitoring systems (Page et al., 2000; Plotkin et al., 2013). From these studies, our team identified various methods for
validating noise models and typical corresponding metrics.
In the next part of this task, the data requirements were determined, and data collection for the validation task was
performed. In this step, knowledge obtained from our review of previous validation studies was used to identify data that
would be useful for noise model validation. For this validation effort, the truth value for noise will be obtained from airport
noise monitoring stations (in this case, San Francisco International Airport). In addition, to validate the noise models, data

from real-world operations must be acquired, and these operations must be modeled in AEDT. In prior validation work, radar
data were typically used, which lack certain important parameters, such as the actual throttle setting (thrust) or configuration.
Therefore, the team focused on acquiring higher-fidelity FOQA data from an airline partner. Because of their properties and
parameters, FOQA datasets are the perfect candidate for validation efforts.
Following the data requirement analysis, the Georgia Tech team acquired high-fidelity FOQA data from an airline partner for
operations at the SFO airport. These data correspond to approximately 800 flights from three different airframes over the
past two years. For each flight, over 600 parameters are sampled at a frequency of 1 Hz. The flight data contain parameters
that are useful for flight modeling in AEDT, including but not limited to the following:
•
Height above take-off/touchdown
•
Speed (true, ground, etc.)
•
Latitude, longitude
•
Configuration parameters such as the status of flaps, slats, landing gear, and spoilers
•
Gross weight
•
Thrust (left, right engine)
The team developed scripts to automatically process FOQA data to identify the appropriate number of segments for AEDT
modeling. In this iterative process, the FOQA data are sequentially sampled at an increasing number of points in order to
reduce the discrepancy between the AEDT modeled outputs and the actual FOQA data. The aim is to achieve the best match
with as few profile points as possible. The process illustrated in Figure 16 is used to create a fixed-profile point study to
model the performance of FOQA flights in AEDT. Using this process, our team modeled various FOQA flights in AEDT and
obtained corresponding noise metrics.

Parse location and speed data

AEDT import using SQL scripts

Create PROFILE_POINTS
ANP table

Figure 16. Steps for creating fixed-point profiles in AEDT for FOQA flights.
As the final step in this research approach, the modeled noise performance is compared with the actual noise measured at
the airport. For this step, the Georgia Tech team is leveraging their relationship with the San Francisco International Airport
noise office. The data are obtained in the form of a comma-separated variable (CSV) file or Excel document and contain
information such as the start date and time of the event, the location of the noise monitoring station, noise metrics (SEL,
LAmax), event duration, and event class. Figure 17 shows an example of noise event data obtained by the SFO international
airport from one of their noise monitoring locations. The Georgia Tech team is currently obtaining similar data for all 800
FOQA flights from a partner airline.

Figure 17. An example of noise monitoring data expected for all flight datasets from the SFO international airport.

Milestone

The objective of this task is to conduct a validation of AEDT’s noise predictive capability using real-world noise monitoring
data.

Major Accomplishments
•
•
•
•

Obtained real-world FOQA performance data from an airline partner for 13 airframes
Established a process for sampling FOQA data for modeling in AEDT
Compared a FOQA profile with an AEDT default profile to assess the impacts of all assumptions in AEDT APM
Created visualization dashboards and statistical analysis codes to extract common departure modes based on
FOQA data

Publications

Conference proceedings
Perullo, C., Santa-Ruiz, A., Kirby, M., Mavris, D., & Lim, D. (2019). Investigation of aircraft configuration and speed
on traditional noise-power-distance curves. Noise-Con 2019, NC19-192.

Outreach Efforts

Meetings with the ASCENT team were scheduled for subsequent work. Presentations were given at SAE A-21 meetings and
NoiseCon 2019, and biweekly FAA tool team presentations were given as appropriate.

Awards
None.

Student Involvement

Graduate research assistants Ameya Behere, Dylan Monteiro, and Andrew Van Zwieten (graduated August 2019) participated
in this work and conducted the research for this task.

Plans for Next Period

With some of the important modeling steps completed, the team is currently obtaining noise monitoring and noise event
data for approximately 800 flight data records from the San Francisco International Airport noise office. Additionally, the
team will obtain noise monitoring locations and will model this information in AEDT. Once obtained, these data will be

compared with AEDT noise calculations for the same flight data records, and validation metrics will be quantified for these
flights.
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